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Abstract: This study investigated the influences of example and problem posing on creativity and the
mechanism. In front of the creative generation task, different priming modes to prime creativity and then overall
novelty of graphic created by participants to evaluate creativity was used. Followed by analyzing how the
specific characteristics of the example were reflected on graphics and the quantity and quality of problems
posed by participants, to explore the mechanism of different priming modes on creativity. Results showed that
as for the creativity and the proportion of the general characteristics of example, the interaction of example and
problem posing priming was not significant; for the proportion of the novel characteristics of example, the
interaction of example and problem posing priming was significant; The frequency of problems which is directly
related to solve creative generation task in example + problem posing priming group was significantly higher
than problem posing priming group. What’s more, problems raised by subjects in problem posing priming group
was significantly more divergent than example + problem posing priming group. In conclusion example +
problem posing priming can promote creativity.
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INTRODUCTION Creative generation task is to allow participants to

Psychology research found that even a very small creative cognition through the analysis of the specific
clue, was likely to have a significant impact on people’s characteristics of the examples which appear on created
behavior, because these clues might ‘‘Start (Priming)’’ the product [6]. Compared with divergent thinking tests, it can
relevant psychological construct, make it easier to access more accurately explore the potential cognitive processes
and extract [1]. In recent years, in the field of creative of creative activities [7]. Smith and his colleagues [6]
studies, some researchers have adopt generation task to investigated the effect of examples on creative generation
explore the priming effect of examples on subjects [2]. As task and then found the limited effect of examples. Smith
we all know, creativity plays an important role in many and his colleagues asked subjects imagine a planet just
fields [3, 4] and creativity is a kind of Higher Order like Earth existing somewhere in the universe firstly and
Thinking Skill which can be affected by Teacher [5]. So it then sketch creatures which would be there as many as
makes sense to think about how to foster creativity in the possible within the time allotted. The results showed that
classroom. And presenting examples and encouraging compared with control group, creatures designed by
posing problems are common methods in class, how do examples group had more features of three examples: four
these methods that affect students’ creativity? What is legs, one tail, two ‘‘antenna’’ ears. And the effect can last
the specific influence mechanism? This paper will carry for a period of time [8, 9]. According to Path- of- least-
out the empirical study on these issues, thus providing resistance model [10] this is because people tend to
theoretical guidance and empirical basis for the training of generate new ideas with the minimum cognitive effort, in
creative talents and education. creative generation task, people always tend to extract the

design a new product and then reveals the general law of
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most typical and the most specific examples from a known problem posing priming is significant; (2) The interaction
concept and to reflect attributes of these examples to the between example priming and problem posing priming is
empty frame, consequently, which reduces originality of significant on the graphics proportion with examples’
creative product [11, 12]. Research also shows that, in the novel features; (3) The interaction between example
process of generating creative ideas , regular knowledge priming and problem posing priming is not significant on
often can be automatically activated, which will limit the the graphics proportion with examples’ routine features;
generation of original ideas [13]. In other words, when (4) As for example + problem posing group, the frequency
people want to solve the problem creatively, they will be of those problem directly related to solving creative
limited by the regular knowledge that is automatically generation task is significantly higher than that of the
activated. Related research also shows that provide problem posing priming group; (5) The divergent level of
regular example will strengthen the limit effect [14]. But a problems raised in the problem posing priming group is
creative, novel priming example can effectively improve significantly higher than that of the example + problem
creativity [14, 15]. In conclusion, these researches show posing priming group.
that some of the features of the examples will change
activation level of knowledge in brain, so that certain MATERIALS AND METHODS
knowledge is easy to access and extract and some are
difficult to access and extract. Therefore, as for an example Participants: Four parallel classes were randomly selected
not only has novel feature (e.g. Two “Antenna” ears), but from seven grades of a middle school in Beijing (China).
also has regular features (e.g. Four legs and a tail), Students in these four classes were subjects. In the field
whether can we through some strategy, make the subjects test, 191 copies of answer paper were issued, 191 copies
pay more attention to the new features of the example, of answer paper were recycled, 177 copies of paper were
thus promotes creativity?. valid, the recovery rate was 100% and the efficiency was

Problem posing refers to produce new problems 92.67%. Table 1 Specifically.
based on exploration of context. Research shows that
problem posing can help to understand knowledge Materials
[16-18]. Researchers found problem posing was Creature Generation Task: In creature generation task
significantly related to divergent thinking [19]. At the [6], participants were asked to imagine a planet just like
same time, individuals who were creative usually had Earth existing somewhere in the universe which is
higher problem posing ability [20]. What’s more, it was currently uninhabited. Their task was to sketch and label
considered that problem posing can predict individual's as many new creatures they imagined to inhabit the planet
creative potential [21]. These studies have shown that as possible within the 20 minutes. What’s more, those
problem posing is closely associated with creativity and creatures can’t be already exist on earth or extinct.
even process of problem posing is part of the creative Researchers usually evaluate creative products from
activities. Creativity is such a thinking process that novelty and practicability dimensions [23, 24]. But
produces novel and unique products on the basis of according to Heinelt’s classification of creativity [25]
prior knowledge [20]. And problem posing is considered teenagers are at the former creativity stage, at the moment
to be continuous interaction among the individuals, of their creativity is bold but not mature. Besides,
known and unknown knowledge [22]. If, undoubtedly, we researchers used only novelty as creativity evaluation
agree problem posing can facilitate divergent thinking and index when evaluating teenagers’ creative product
then in the case of providing examples, guide subjects to [26, 27]. Therefore when evaluating the subjects'
pose problem, whether it will promote the convergence of creativity, this study used novelty as creativity index.
the subjects’ thinking, so that the subjects are more
focused on aspects related to the creative problem Example: Three examples have typical characteristics of
solving? Therefore, in the example + problem posing animals: the head (Including eyes, ears, mouth and nose),
priming group, the novel features of the examples will be appendages, body and symmetric [6]. Three common
more reflected in the designed product? These problems features of the three examples are as follows: four legs, a
is the focus in our study, is also the starting point of this tail, a pair of ears like “Antenna”. Each example included
study. positive figure, profile and text description and in the

In conclusion, this study assumed that: (1) As for front view and side view with the basic structure of the
creativity, the interaction between example priming and animal.
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Table 1: The composition of effective subjects (N = 177)
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Total

Male 22 18 24 22 86
Female 16 18 17 21 72
Default 5 9 3 2 19
Total 43 45 44 45 177

Table 2: The experimental procedure
Group Procedure
G1 Creative generation task (20 minutes)
G2 Example priming (90 seconds) Creative generation task (20 minutes)
G3 Problem posing priming (10 minutes) Creative generation task (20 minutes)
G4 Example priming (90 seconds) Problem posing priming (10 minutes) Creative generation task (20 minutes)
G1 is control group, G2 is example priming group, G3 is problem posing priming group, G4 is example + problem posing priming group

Problem Posing Priming Questionnaire: We have of the score of the two scorers was tested. This study
referenced middle school students’ problem posing level used average score of two scorers as final score of each
questionnaire compiled by Xiaoyang and Hui [28] and index.
middle school students’ problem posing ability
questionnaire compiled by Xiaoyang and Jiliang [18] to Coding
compile this questionnaire, in combination with the Novelty of Creatures: The same two coders evaluated
creature generation task. In the questionnaire, the novelty of head and appendages of creatures designed by
subjects were given the following instructions: Imagine a subjects with reference to Ward et al. [12] proposed
planet just like Earth existing somewhere in the universe encoding method. After finished coding, we calculated
which is currently uninhabited, then what would creatures the head novelty, appendages novelty and overall
in this planet look like? What questions would you like to novelty score. Head novelty is the total number of novel
think of to imagine creatures in that planet? You must head graphics divided by the total number of graphics
raise problems as many as possible within 10 minutes and subjects drawn. Appendages novelty is the total number
write down. of appendages novel graphics divided by the total

Experimental Design: 2 (Example priming: have, not have) average of appendages novelty and head novelty. In this
× 2 (Problem posing priming: have, not have) between- study, as for the head novelty and appendages novelty,
subjects design. Independent variables: example priming raters consistency reliability alpha is 0.83, 0.86,
and problem posing priming are between-subjects respectively.
variables. Dependent variables were overall novelty,
proportion of features in creative graphics. Classification of Problems: In this study, we selected

Experimental Procedure of problems, the number of all kinds of problems (Make a
Pilot Experiment: 15 primary school students were detailed classification of the problems, statistics the
selected for pilot experiment. Creature generation task and frequency in all kinds of problems for each subject), the
questionnaire were modified according to the pilot frequency of all kinds of problems (The quotient of the
experiment. total number of problems of the subject divided by the

Formal Experiment: Four conditions were randomly (The number of categories of problems raised by the
assigned to four parallel classes from seven grade. subjects) [29]. According to classification standards[29],
Researcher conducted test with the school's problems were divided into nine categories. Respectively,
psychological teacher together. In formal experiment, they are: (1) Animal physiological characteristics; (2)
examples were presented through PowerPoint and other Ability of animals; (3) Animal psychological; (4) Animal
materials were presented in the form of a printed lifestyle issues; (5) Animal’s birth, ageing, illness, death;
questionnaire. Table 2 shows the experimental procedure. (6) Animal species; (7) Planet’ natural environment; (8)

After testing, two masters of psychology coded Civilization of the planet; (9) Physical properties of the
creatures subjects designed in creative generation task planet. In this study, the nine categories problems
and problems subjects raised in question naire. Reliability contained 99.73% of all problems.

number of graphics subjects drawn. Overall novelty is

four objective evaluation indexes, namely the total number

number of the problems he raised), problem divergences
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Statistic Test: We used SPSS 21.0 statistical software to F(1, 173) = 0.003, p=0.956; the interaction between
test interaction of two priming mode. Furthermore, SPSS example priming and problem posing priming was not
21.0 statistical software was also used to test the significant, F(1, 173) = 0.000, p=0.997. When the
difference between the two priming modes in quantity and proportion of the one tail in the creative graphics was
quality of different category problems. dependent variable, result was that: the main effect of the

RESULTS p=0.900; the main effect of problem posing priming was

Two-Factor Variance Analysis: When the overall novelty between example priming and problem posing priming was
of the creatures designed by subjects is the dependent not significant, F(1, 173) = 0.184, p=0.669. When the
variable, 2(Example priming: have, not have) × 2(Problem proportion of the two antenna ears in the creative
posing priming: have, not have) variance analysis showed graphics was dependent variable, result was that: the
that: the main effect of the example priming is significant, main effect of the example priming was significant,
F(1, 173) = 10.887, p<0.01; the main effect of problem F(1, 173)=13.644, p<0.001; the main effect of problem
posing priming is significant, F(1, 173) = 15.046, p<0.001; posing priming was not significant, F(1, 173)=7.391,
the interaction between example priming and problem p<0.01; the interaction between example priming and
posing priming is not significant, F(1, 173) = 0.382, problem posing priming was significant (Fig. 1), F(1, 173)
p=0.537. Further, the proportion of the three specific = 4.787, p<0.05. Further analysis showed that the simple
features (Four legs, one tail and two “Antenna” ears) in effect of the example priming on the level of not having
created graphics by subjects, respectively, was problem posing priming is not significant, F(1, 173) =
dependent variable. Data was performed by 2(Example 1.127, p=0.290; the simple effect of the example priming at
priming: have, not have) × 2(Problem posing priming: the problem posing priming level is significant, F(1, 173)
have, not have) variance analysis. When the proportion = 17.398, p<0.001; the simple effect of problem posing
of the four legs in the creative graphics was dependent priming at the level of not having example priming is not
variable, result was that: the main effect of the example significant, F(1, 173)=0.139, p=0.710; the simple effect of
priming was not significant, F(1, 173) = 3.214, p=0.075; the problem posing priming at the level of example priming is
main effect of problem posing priming was not significant, significant, F(1, 173)=12.245, p<0.01.

example priming was not significant, F(1, 173) = 0.016,

not significant, F(1, 173) = 0.279, p=0.598; the interaction

Fig. 1: Interaction diagram of problem posing priming and example priming
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Table 3: Analysis results of problems
Group
---------------------------------------------------------------

Problem evaluation index 3(N=44) M±SD 4(N=45) M±SD t(1, 87)
Quantity Total 9.84±7.99 7.07±5.51 1.91

Animal physiological characteristics 2.66±1.86 3.49±3.68 -1.35
Ability of animals 0.68±1.34 0.18±0.44 2.37*
Animal psychological 1.48±2.08 0.71±1.06 2.18*
Animal lifestyle issues; 2.39±2.09 0.82±1.00 4.48***
Animal's birth, ageing, illness, death 0.41±0.73 0.18±0.44 1.81
Animal species 0.25±0.53 0.33±0.77 -0.59
Planet's natural environment 0.66±1.24 0.69±2.20 -0.08
Civilization of the planet 0.98±2.15 0.53±0.94 1.26
Physical properties of the planet 0.34±0.94 0.09±0.29 1.70

Frequency Animal physiological characteristics 0.34±0.24 0.48±0.35 -2.18*
Ability of animals 0.06±0.11 0.03±0.08 1.57
Animal psychological 0.14±0.14 0.11±0.21 0.56
Animal lifestyle issues 0.24±0.20 0.14±0.17 2.61*
Animal’s birth, ageing, illness, death 0.04±0.10 0.04±0.16 0.16
Animal species 0.03±0.09 0.03±0.06 0.27
Planet’s natural environment 0.06±0.10 0.07±0.14 -0.37
Civilization of the planet 0.06±0.10 0.07±0.12 -0.31
Physical properties of the planet 0.02±0.05 0.03±0.15 -0.18
Problem divergences 4.02±1.87 2.98±1.62 2.82**

p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001* ** ***

Analysis Results of Problems: In turn, the problems relatively small and the total novelty index is average of
raised by the problem posing priming group and the the head novelty and appendages novelty, which makes
example priming group were classified. Quantity and the influence of problem posing priming on the example
frequency of each category were collected and tested priming be shielded. Variance analysis for the proportion
(Table 3). of the three specific features of three examples confirmed

As can be seen in Table 3, the problem priming group it. For the proportion of the regular features (Four legs,
is more divergent than the example + problem posing one tail) in the creative graphics, the interaction between
priming group (P<0.01). In addition, in the frequency of example priming and problem posing priming is not
“Animal physiological characteristics”, example + problem significant. But for the novel features (Two “Antenna”
posing priming group is significantly higher than the ears), the interaction between the example priming and
problem priming (P<0.05); in the frequency of animal life problem posing priming is significant. The results of
style, problem posing priming group is significantly simple effect analysis have shown that: the simple effect
higher than that of example + problem posing priming of the example priming at the level of not having problem
group (P<0.05). In the quantity of other problems directly posing priming is not significant; the simple effect of
related to generation of creatures: Animal capacity example priming at the level of problem posing priming is
(P<0.05), animal psychological (P<0.05), animal life style significant, which means that the proportion of two
(P< 0.05), problem posing priming group is significantly “antenna” ears in example + problem posing priming is
higher than that of example + problem posing priming higher than problem posing priming group that without
group. example priming.

DISCUSSION Under the circumstance of problem posing priming and

This study has found that, for overall novelty, attention to the new features of the examples, so that new
interaction between example priming and problem posing features can be reflected in the creative graphics, thus
priming is not significant, indicating that the priming enhance creativity.
effect of examples on creativity is not affected by problem In order to better understand the influence
posing priming. Possible explanation is that the number of mechanism of problem posing priming on creativity, we
new features of the examples provided in this study was also analyzed problems raised by subjects in example

This is consistent with our research hypothesis.

example priming, we can guide the subjects to pay more
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priming group and example + problem posing priming CONCLUSIONS
group. The results showed that in the nine kinds of
problems, “Animal physiology characteristics” problems In conclusion, in this study, the interaction of
directly related to solve the creative generation task is far example priming and problem posing priming to the
more than the number of other problems. In addition, the overall novelty has not been observed, but it did not
divergent level of problems raised in the problem posing show that there was no interaction between them.
priming group is significantly higher than that of the Further analysis also showed that the reason for this
example + problem posing priming. In the frequency of result might be due to the examples used in the study
“Animal physiological characteristics”, example + problem which contained a small number of new features, or
posing priming group was significantly higher than that may be shielded by the overall novelty evaluation
of the problem posing priming group. In the example + methods. In future research, researchers can manipulate
problem posing priming group, when asked to raise features of examples in order to study the influence
problems, they thought more about problems like “What mechanism of the examples’ new features. The analysis
do the animals on the planet look like?”, that related to the of the mechanism of influence of problem posing
tasks to be completed; as for other categories problems, priming on creativity showed that, in class, teacher
such as the quantity of animal ability, animal psychology encourage or guide students posing problem can promote
and animal life style and frequency of animal life style, the creativity. Further research can be carried out in order to
problem posing priming group is significantly higher than obtain more specific and effective creative teaching
the example + problem posing priming group. Above strategies.
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